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After the heeights of the revellation at Sinai, Paarashat Mishpatim
m settles down to
more mund
dane topics, inccluding a lengthhy discussion off torts. Perhaps
motivated by
b this sudden change
c
of altitud
de, Nahmanides interprets these
details as exxpansions on the Ten Commandm
ments, such as thee prohibitions on
coveting and
d theft: “For if a man
m does not kno
ow the laws of thee house and field
or other posssessions, he mig
ght think that theey belong to him
m and thus covet
them and taake them for himsself” (Ramban: Coommentary on the Torah. Exodus,
translated byy Charles Chavel, 338–339).
Viewed thro
ough lens of H..L.A Hart’s legall theory, Nahmaanides expresses
something profound:
p
all ling
guistic expressionns, including ruless, are somewhat
indeterminatte. There may bee clear-cut cases to which they apply, but because
language is always general annd the world is always particular, rules
r
always have
a certain “o
open texture.” Fo
or example, the rule “No vehicles in the park”
certainly app
plies to a Hondaa Accord, but do
oes it apply to a bicycle, or to a
World War II–era tank displlayed for Veterans Day? A rule is thus rendered
determinate only through ap
pplication to new cases. Such app
plication not only
clarifies the linguistic meaning of the rule; it more preciseely specifies the
intention behind it.
Parashat Miishpatim, then, reenders more detterminate the revvelation at Sinai.
The Torah takes
t
the general commandments—
—for example, thee prohibitions on
coveting and
d theft—and spells out what exacctly ownership is and thus what it
might meann to covet or steaal someone else’ss property. But “open
“
texture” is
ineliminable. Even after theese prohibitions are rendered mo
ore determinate
within the Torah,
T
the process continues— fro
om the earliest Raabbinic literature
to modern responsa
r
that, forr example, try to determine what it means to own
intellectual property,
p
so as to apply the prohibition on stealing for
f today.
We often prrivilege the generral over the concrete when thinkinng about how we
should act rightly. In religion we tout the spiritt over the letter. In ethics we extol
values and eschew
e
norms. Annd in politics we are
a drawn to slogaans over policies.
But perhapss it is only throug
gh the letter thatt the spirit can bee discerned, it is
only throughh norms that values gain content, and
a it is only through policies that
slogans attaiin meaning.
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wing the Feelings of the Stranger
S
Know
Marc Gary, Executive V
Vice Chancellor and
a Chief Operaating
Officeer, JTS
This week’s
w
parashah comprises a multitude of ordinances, provid
ding an
embarrrassment of richees upon which to
o comment. Capiital punishment, abortion,
a
workerrs’ rights—to namee just a few of thhe issues suggesteed by the parashaah—offer
ample grist for the comm
mentator’s mill. Yeet in this political year,
y
with all of its focus on
immigrration, refugees, and
a minority righhts, it would seem
m almost churlish to avoid
addressing one of the key
k themes of the Torah reading: the treatment off the ger
(strang
ger).
The seeminal verse is Exodus 22:20: “You shall not wrong a stranger or oppress him,
for youu were strangers inn the land of Egyp
pt.” The treatmentt of strangers is no
ot merely
the subject of a solitarry legal command
d; it appears to be a leitmotif off biblical
literatuure. In fact, it is pro
obably not too muuch of an exaggeraation to say that thhe Torah
is fixateed on the treatmeent of strangers. A
According to the Rabbis
R
of the Talm
mud (BT
Bava Mezia
M
59b), the To
orah admonishes uus about the treatm
ment of strangers no fewer
than 366 times, including both the verse quoted above and a similar verse founnd later in
our paarashah (Exod. 233:9): “You shall nnot oppress a strranger, for you know
k
the
feeling
gs of the stranger, having yourselves been strangers in
i the Land of Eg
gypt.” No
other commandment
c
is repeated
r
so often..
What is
i more, this legall preoccupation w
with the stranger finds
f
its counterpaart in the
full sweeep of the narrativve history of the JJewish people as depicted
d
in the To
orah, not
simply the Exodus storyy. From the outseet, Abraham becomes a stranger when he
leaves his home and journeys toward Cannaan. We also witnness Jacob during a pivotal
period of his life outsidee of the Land of Israel, in his unclee Laban’s house, where
w
he
suffers the financial exp
ploitation of an o
outsider. And thenn we follow Josep
ph as he
spendss virtually his entirre adult life in Eg
gypt, initially enslaaved and then im
mprisoned
before he attains high office
o
(but still thee Egyptians would
d not eat with him
m! [Gen.
43:32])). The notion of being a strangerr appears to be embedded in thee Jewish
experieence and internalizzed in Jewish idenntity. I would ventuure that this is truee even in
the Staate of Israel, whicch is still—for the most part—a natiion of immigrantss and the
childreen of immigrants.
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So what doees Exodus 22:20 mean,
m
and to whom
m does it apply? The
T term ger can
refer to a convert (ger tzedek)) or a resident alien (ger toshav). Whhile some biblical
commentato
ors interpret the verse
v
as focusing on converts, the author of Sefer
Hahinukh giives it a much more expansive reaading: “The preceept applies at all
times and places
p
. . . We should learn from
m this valuable precept
p
to show
compassion to anyone not in his (or her) homeetown, far from frriends, just as we
observe thatt the Torah admo
onishes us to show
w compassion to all
a in need.” Note
that the com
mmand makes no distinction betweeen the stranger who
w resides in the
Land legally and one who arrivved illegally. All aree deserving of ourr compassion.
m its scope to its substance, we must ask: What does
d
it mean to
Turning from
“wrong” and
d “oppress” a strranger, and how
w do those two concepts differ?
According to
o the Mekhilta, to
o “wrong” relates to
t verbal abuse, while
w
“oppression”
refers to monnetary matters (M
Mishpatim, Mas. Neezikin, 17).
The econom
mic exploitation off resident aliens—p
particularly those who
w are not here
legally—is a serious problem which ties directtly to the Israelitees’ experience of
slavery in Eg
gypt. Just as we reemember that we were forced to lab
bor for no wages
in arduous conditions,
c
so it iss that we must bee sensitive to the strangers in our
midst who arre compelled by fo
orce or circumstannce to work in unssanitary or unsafe
conditions for
f substandard pay. Recent new
ws articles aboutt immigrant nail
technicians working
w
in inadeq
quately regulated salons and about migrant workers
exploited in agricultural setttings provide butt two examples of this form of
oppression. No one who takees seriously the Torah’s
T
repeated concern
c
with the
treatment off strangers can turnn a blind eye to these forms of opprression.
But the curreent political enviro
onment should alsso cause us to reacct vigorously and
unequivocallly to the other forrm of mistreatmennt of strangers in our midst: verbal
abuse. When the political discourse devolves to generalizationns about Muslim
immigrants being
b
terrorists annd Mexican immig
grants being rapissts, we are called
by the Toraah to remember that Jews, too, have been the subject of such
pernicious generalizations and
d therefore we “kknow the feelings of the stranger”
(Exod. 23:9)). They are feeling
gs of isolation and, often, helplessness. The Torah
commands us
u to combat thosse feelings by stannding with the straangers among us
and speaking
g on their behalf.
We must be
b honest enough with ourselves, however, to accknowledge that
historical meemory of prior sufffering is often inssufficient to motivvate us to act on
behalf of thee oppressed. Indeeed, as Nechama Leeibowitz points ouut:
[T]hhe memory of youur own humiliationn is by itself no guuarantee
thatt you will not opprress the stranger in
i your own counttry once
you have gained indeependence and lefft it all behind youu . . . On
the contrary, how oftten do we find thhat the slave or exxile who
gainns power and freeedom, or anyone who
w harbors the memory
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of suffering to himself or his forrbears, finds comp
pensation for his
former sufferinngs, by giving freee rein to his tyraannical instincts,
when he has the
t opportunity to
o lord it over othhers? (Studies in
Shemot, 384)
Becauuse the Jewish community
c
has b
become more esstablished, affluennt, and
accep
pted, the historical memory of sufferring may no longeer spur us to actionn. Rashi
offers a pragmatic resp
ponse to this prob
blem: “If you wronng him [the strang
ger], he
can wrong
w
you back and
a say to you: ‘Y
You also come frrom strangers.’” In other
wordss, we should remem
mber that oppression can often lead
d to retaliation.
That pragmatic, if somewhat cynical, advvice is well worth considering, but I prefer
the Raamban’s warning to
t those whose historical memory of
o suffering is inad
dequate
to stirr a compassionate response to the stranger. He points
p
out that whhen the
Israelites were at their most
m vulnerable and defenseless in Egypt, they had a divine
Protecctor who redeemed them. So it iss today. Some maay believe that thhey can
oppreess the strangers in our communitty with impunity because immigraants are
isolateed from friends and family and have no one to protect them, but
b that
protecction will surely co
ome from someplace else. The command of Exoduus 22:20
and itts other iterations call upon us to
o perform God’ss work and provide that
protecction.
The puublication and distributio
on of the JTS Parashahh Commentary are mad
de possible by a generrous grant
from Rita Dee (z”l) and Harold
d Hassenfeld (z”l).
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IIn all fields of experience,
e
not only that of rulees, there is a lim
mit,
i
inherent
in the nature
n
of languaage, to the guidaance which geneeral
language can provide
p
. . . W
Whichever devvice, precedent or
legislation, is chosen
c
for the communicationn of standards of
b
behavior,
these, however smoothhly they work oveer the great masss of
o
ordinary
cases, will, at some p
point where their application is in
q
question,
prove indeterminate;
i
thhey will have whaat has been term
med
a open texture. (H. L. A. Hart, T
an
The Concept of Law,
L 126-128)

